### HARVARD AUTHOR-DATE REFERENCING – WEB PAGES

**Web Page – collect this information and enter in the boxes below**

1. **Name of web page author/s or editor IF KNOWN (surname, & initial/s)**
   The Author may be the same as the ORGANISATION hosting the website

   **Write your author/s or editor/s here:**
   
   Example would be:
   
   Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW)

2. **Year of publication (year of publication followed by a comma)** - Example: 2016,

   **Write your year of publication here:**
   
   TIP: Look for the last updated section of webpage for date.

3. **Sub-page title (‘Title of the sub-page in singular quotation marks’) – Example: ‘How many Australians have diabetes?’,**

   **ONLY fill this section in if you are referring to a specific page within a main website.**

4. **Title of main webpage or document (Italicise the title followed by a comma)** – Example: 

   *AIHW: authoritative information and statistics to promote better health and wellbeing,*

   **Write your title here:**
   
   Use Italics when you type on computer

5. **Viewed Date followed by comma (Example: viewed 3 June 2016,):**

   **Write your viewed date here:**


   **Write your Internet URL/Address here:**
   
   Place < > around address and full stop at end.

**How does your reference appear in your reference list? It should look like this:**

**Website Example (referring to specific sub-page of main website):**


**Website Example (referring to just main website):**


**Write your reference out to match the format above:**

---

**For more in-depth examples of Harvard Referencing refer to the Harvard Referencing Guide:**

[http://huntertafe.libguides.com/bibliographies](http://huntertafe.libguides.com/bibliographies)

---

*Updated July 2017*